
HTML5, CSS3 , SASS 

Frontend Developmen

JavaScript, ES6

NodeJs 

Google Firebase , AWS,
Netlify, Heroku

Project Management

Git, Github, Gitlab

Skilled and motivated MERN stack
developer with a passion for building
innovative web applications. 4 years of
experience in frontend development,
driving seamless user experiences and
efficient solutions. 
Collaborative team player dedicated to
continuous learning and delivering
cutting-edge projects. Ready to make a
positive impact in software development.

About Me

Work Experience

Building and maintaining web applications using the MERN and JAM stack
technologies, working with the development team, integrating APIs,
enhancing code performance, and contributing to the development of
successful advertising solutions were all part of my duties as a MERN/JAM
stack developer at Chamber.media.

MERN/JAM stack developer | Chamber.Media2019-2023

Bachelor in Computer Science 2019-2024

As a remote React Developer at Atlantic Partner's Ocean (APA), a
Bangkok-based company, my responsibilities included designing and
implementing user-friendly web applications using React.js, creating
reusable components, integrating APIs, conducting code optimizations,
and collaborating with cross-functional teams to ensure timely project
delivery and seamless user experiences.

React Developer | Atlantic partners Ocean2018-2019

Education
SaaS Platform Development

Agile Methodologies:

MERN/JAM Stack Development

Skills

Expertise

Reward
Oct 2021 | Chamber.Media

Dec 2022 | Netlify Community

Karachi, Pakistan

aishakhan0925@outlook.com

+92 316-626-7820

The Best Employee of the Year

Women of JAMstack

MERN/JAM Stack developer

Aisha
Khan

ReactJS, GatsbyJS, NextJS

MongoDB, MariaDB, SQL

REST,GraphQL APIS

MaterialUI, TailwindCSS, Bootstrap,
ReactStrap, AntD, StoryBook,
Styled components 

Sanity, Contentful,
NetlifyCMS , WP

Trello, Asana, Jira,  Monday.com

Developed HealthTitanPro.com using MERN stack, deploying on AWS. As
the sole frontend developer, streamlined COVID-19 test management for
healthcare providers worldwide.

Health titan pro | www.healthtitanpro.com

Projects I built

Led the development of "UnicornCopy.AI," a highly rated platform
employing AI for fast and easy content creation (blogs, social media,
website copy). Utilized MERN stack, designed the frontend, and deployed
on Digital Ocean.

UnicornCopy.AI | www.unicorncopy.ai

Created Solarhub (Platform that helps you figure, out how many plants
do u need) using the MERN stack. Leveraged Netlify for deployment and
implemented(CI/CD) with GitHub. Empowering sustainable energy
solutions through a user-friendly platform.

Solarhub | solarize-e05e3.web.app
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